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What to wear
What to wear and avoid in your photo session!



It does exist!
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I'm pretty sure you know the feeling.

You're looking in your closet. You've been searching for that perfect outfit for over an

hour, all the ones that didn't make the cut litter the floor almost mocking you as you

search for the perfect outfit.

Did you hear that: the. perfect. outfit.

It does exist and I'm here to help you find yours!

Emerald Hindery- Owner of Emerald Images Photography

It does exist!
How exciting! Your photo session is booked, the weather is great, and
you're ready to rock your photo session- but, there's just one thing you are
stressing over: what do I wear?!

By: Emerald Lynn Hindery

http://www.emerald-images.com


Simple
While planning your outfit (or your family's) remember to not underestimate the power

of simplicity. White or neutral pallets can create especially elegant images. 

DOs
Try out a simple white t with jeans for a casual shoot.

Coordinate your family with neutral colors and one pop of color for some interest.

Accessorize with heirloom jewelry, special pieces, or none at all.

Consider the background and feel you want to achieve.

Mix textures.

Be comfortable.

Lay out clothes the night before the shoot.

Rule # 1: Simple is not hard
Often we over think things.



A light, airy, and soft feeling was achieved in
this sweet newborn lifestyle session.





This family aimed for an easy going Sunday
morning vibe, and it worked!





Consider the background
Whether in your living room, an abandoned building, or local park consider the

background and colors of the selected photo shoot location. Deep saturated colors

normally work very well with most outdoor sessions, especially during the gorgeous fall

colors. 

DOs
Try deep saturated tones and hues.

Coordinate your family with neutral colors and one pop of color for some interest.

Select one color to be the main focus and accent.

Mix textures.

Be comfortable.

Lay out clothes the night before the shoot.

Rule # 2: Don't compete with the
background
Think about where you will be and how the enviornment looks



These outfits coordinated with the surroundings really well.
Notice the non-competing colors.





It's All About YOU
There's nothing quite like the feeling of your favorite pair of jeans, or how that one

sundress makes you feel. So, why not wear it? These photos are about you and your

ability to express who you are, try to select pieces of your wardrobe which you wear

often and make you feel great!

Rule # 3: Be comfy!
Being comfortable, feeling confident, and rocking who you are.



DOs
Mix and match old faves from your closet with new fun accessories.

Bring your personality into it!

Select one color to be the main focus and accent.

Throw in a random new accessory and see how you feel.

Look at Pinterest for ideas!

Mix textures.

Be comfortable.

Lay out clothes the night before the shoot.

These ladies rocked their session, you can feel
how comfortable and happy they are.

https://www.pinterest.com/emeraldmccrack/




Flowy
The wind is often my friend in photo shoots, and I LOVE when flowy garments come

into play. You have to be prepared to move and feel unrestricted by your clothing. 

Rule # 4: Movement
Think about how your clothing behaves and moves. Does it flow in the
wind, or stick to your side? Does it wrinkle easily, or stay crisp? Be
prepared to frolic and move!



DOs
Move around in your selected outfit to make sure you can sit, jump, stand, and lay

comfortably in it.

Bring your personality into it!

Make the wind your friend, don't fight it: you probably won't win.

Spin around and see how you feel.

Be comfortable.

Lay out clothes the night before the shoot.

Light breeze or windy day, it's all fun to play
with.





Sometimes it's easier to say what not to do...
Logos, competing patterns, and neon colors- OH MY! Yes, please consider these when

selecting your perfect outfit.

DON'Ts
Logos. Please don't. While some logos/brands are not too terribly wordy, many have

large print letters. These images can be scrunched up and look strange in some

positions.

Competing patterns. You certainly can mix and match fun ideas, but really think about

the different flannel patterns or vertical stripes...and horizontal stripes. Don't feel

limited, but also you want to be the center of attention, not your clothing.

Clothes that don't fit. Always error on a bit too large rather than too tight. Often tight

clothes can leave marks on your skin, which are hard to photoshop out.

Neon colors. Neon colors are hard to photograph and leave cast colors on skin. You may

notice your lovely neon green shirt reflecting nicely on your chin...avoid the neons to

keep skin color looking realistic. 

Dress for the wrong season. Be sure to look at the weather and dress appropriately,

sweat is also hard to edit out. Being comfy, cool, and happy is great for photos!

Arrive with chipped fingernail polish. I get it, you're busy and forgot! This happens

often. No polish is better than chipped polish.

Rule # 5: The Don'ts
Now you have some ideas on what to do- let's talk about the dreaded
don'ts and how to avoid them in your shoot.



Want to see more?
Follow Emerald Images on Instagram

Like Emerald Images on Facebook

www.emerald-images.com

https://www.instagram.com/emerald.images/
https://www.facebook.com/EmeraldImages/
http://www.emerald-images.com/
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